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Abstract—In order to improve the reliability of embedded multitask software, a module partition method based on fuzzy set theory is proposed to solve the problem of large number of software failures and high frequency of failures. Firstly, the characteristics of embedded multitask software are analyzed, and the constraint parameter distribution model is constructed. Then the reliability parameter analysis model of embedded multitask software is constructed, and the multilevel fuzzy metric structure combined with qualitative recursive analysis method is used to complete the division of embedded multitask software modules. The simulation results show that the accuracy of the proposed method exceeds 99% after the number of iterations exceeds 50. The experimental results show that the method has high reliability, high precision and high practicability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the running of embedded software, the efficiency of information processing can be improved by dividing modules under multi-tasks [1, 2]. However, this method is easy to lead to software function conflicts, which will lead to software failures, and software reliability cannot be guaranteed, affecting the user experience. In the process of using embedded multitask software, the application direction of software can be combined to divide the modules, so as to improve the reliability of software application [3]. At present, some scholars have made relevant research on this. Some scholars proposed a software module division method based on the combination of genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization, established a mathematical model of the division problem, used genetic algorithm to find a feasible solution, and used particle swarm optimization to find the optimal scheme [4]. Other scholars proposed to maintain the independence of modules by scheduling model partition [5]. However, this method does not consider the reliability of software module partition, so this paper proposes an embedded multi-task software module partition method based on fuzzy set theory. This method can improve the reliability of software module division on the basis of maintaining module independence, thereby reducing the probability of software failure and improving the customer experience. Embedded multitasking software reliability test is based on the reliability of embedded multi-tasking constraint parameter analysis software. The embedded multitasking software reliability parameters analysis model established the embedded multitasking software module which is divided by the intelligent analysis method and embedded multitasking software module partition method based on fuzzy set theory is put forward [6]. Firstly, the constraint parameters of embedded multi-task software module partition are analyzed, and then the software compatibility and human-computer interactions are tested by using multi-layer index parameter constraint control method. Combined with the software reliability constraint index, the software reliability automatic test is realized. Finally, the simulation results show that this method is effective in improving the partition ability of embedded multitask software modules. The proposed method can effectively divide embedded multitask software modules, improve the reliability of software, and provide new ideas and ways for software improvement in the current market.

II. RELIABILITY CONSTRAINT INDEX AND FEATURE ANALYSIS OF EMBEDDED MULTITASKING SOFTWARE

A. Reliability Constraint Index of Embedded Multitasking Software

In order to realize the partition of embedded multitask software modules, it is necessary to analyze the application characteristics of embedded multitask software modules. Based on the attribute, portability and importance of embedded multitask software, reliability constraint index analysis method is used to analyze the application of the software. The software reliability analysis mainly has four dimensions, namely, reliability measurement parameters, reliability parameter system, reliability measurement indicators and reliability indicator system. Among them, reliability measurement parameter refers to the mathematical attribute of quantitative description of reliability. Reliability parameter system is a set of software reliability parameters. Reliability metrics refer to the required value of a software reliability parameter. The reliability index system is the required value of all reliability parameters of a certain software. Analyze the characteristics of software module with product application. The product adaptability index distribution of embedded multitasking software is shown in Fig. 1.
According to Fig. 1, the embedded multitask software modules are divided according to their quality. In combination with the operability of software applications, the adaptive feature detection model of embedded multitask software is established. In addition, the distributed algorithm [7] is used to establish the partition model of embedded multitask software modules, which improves the universality of embedded multitask software. A software quality measure is carried out by adopting a quantitative analysis method of software reliability. The reliability test of the software is mainly divided into the structural test and the object-oriented test. The complexity and the reliability distribution of the software are combined, and the embedded multi-task software module is divided into two levels. According to the above analysis, the parameter system of the secondary constraint index of the software reliability is established as shown in Fig. 2.

According to the reliability constraint parameter system of embedded multitask software shown in Fig. 2, the reliability of embedded multitask software is tested and evaluated by structure-oriented method.

The reliability of embedded multitask software refers to the probability that the software will not cause system failure within the specified time under the specified environment. Software reliability is one of the important indexes to measure software quality. It is not only related to software errors, but also related to system input and system use. Generally speaking, the more software failures occur or the shorter event interval, the lower software reliability.

Embedded multitask software reliability test is to ensure and verify the reliability of the software. It is a kind of random test. Its main feature is to test software according to the way users actually use software. Generally, embedded multitask software reliability test is divided into software reliability growth test and software reliability verification test. If there is no requirement of reliability index and the current reliability level needs to be evaluated, there are also embedded multitask software reliability bottom test. The reliability test of embedded multitask software is different from the general software test (such as unit test, integration test, function test, performance test, boundary test, etc.) in terms of test purpose, test method, test object, etc. The comparison between embedded multitask software reliability verification test and general software test is shown in Table I.

In Fig. 2, t1–t4 refer to reliability, failure probability, mean time before failure and mean time between failures respectively; wherein, reliability refers to the probability of success of software to complete specified functions under specified conditions and within specified time. Failure probability refers to the probability of losing normal operation and specified functions under specified conditions and within specified time. Average time before failure refers to the mean value from the current time to the next failure time. Mean time between failures refers to the mean time interval between two successive failures. The reliability test of embedded multitask software generally uses black box test, because it is a use-oriented test, it does not need to understand the structure of the program and how to realize it. The main flow of software reliability test is shown in Fig. 3.
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**Fig. 2. Software Reliability Two-level Constraint Index Parameter System.**

**TABLE I. COMPARISON BETWEEN RELIABILITY VERIFICATION TEST AND GENERAL TEST OF EMBEDDED MULTITASK SOFTWARE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item compared</th>
<th>Software reliability verification test</th>
<th>General software testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test purpose</td>
<td>Quantitative estimation of reliability level of software products</td>
<td>Discovery of software errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tester</td>
<td>The user usually takes part in the test</td>
<td>It is usually measured by the developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing stage</td>
<td>Software acceptance phase</td>
<td>Trial software development stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test method</td>
<td>Random test based on software operation profile.</td>
<td>Testing based on requirements / structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test object</td>
<td>The final form of software products</td>
<td>Intermediate form of software products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test feature</td>
<td>Do not eliminate software defects</td>
<td>Modify software errors and constantly improve software quality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The main idea of embedded multitask software reliability test is to test the software at random according to the statistical rules of users' actual use. At present, the use of software is usually modelled in the form of operation profile. The construction of operation section can be refined layer by layer from top to bottom. The development process of the operation profile is shown in Fig. 4.

1) The customer profile consists of independent customer type series. Customer type is one or more customers in the group who use the system in a similar way. These customers are significantly different from other customers in the way of using the software.

The probability of occurrence needs to be determined for each customer type in the customer profile. In the case of single software customer, there is no need to establish customer profile.

2) User profile is a set of user groups and their probability of occurrence, which is usually based on the customer profile.

3) System mode profile is a set of system mode and its corresponding probability of occurrence. System patterns can be derived from software requirements or usage analysis.

4) The function profile is to decompose the functions required by the system in the system mode and determine the probability of each function.

5) Operation profile is a set of operations and their probability of occurrence. The main step to determine operation profile is to list operations and determine the probability of occurrence of each operation. A function can be mapped to one or more operations, and a group of functions can also be merged into a group of different operations, so the list of operations can be obtained according to the function profile.

The embedded multitask software reliability test environment refers to the software and hardware environment that provides test input and collects test output for the tested software. For the reliability test of real-time embedded software, we can use the test environment of full digital simulation technology, hardware in the loop simulation platform and system joint test. In order to get the real reliability test results, the reliability test should be carried out in the real environment. But in many cases, it is unrealistic to test the software reliability in real environment, so the software reliability test usually uses the semi physical simulation environment. Generally, the test environment of semi physical simulation (or full digital simulation) has the following requirements:

1) The operations involved in the operation profile can be performed in the test environment.

2) Meet the real-time requirements of the test excitation, that is, the excitation input meets the requirements of the input interface, data format and input timing of the real cross-linking environment, and the input logic of the real cross-linking environment is the same.

3) Be able to collect test result data for software reliability test analysis.
The failure data of embedded multitask software is the basis of software reliability test and evaluation. In the process of reliability test execution, it is necessary to record the actual results of each test case as required, and judge whether the use case passes according to the expected test results of each use case and the pass criteria of the use case. If not, record it. The problems found in the reliability test of embedded multitask software should be analyzed and dealt with according to the types of problems. The software problems caused by the defects of the tested embedded multitask software itself should be included in the failure of the tested software. The software problems caused by the improper design of the test environment, test methods and test cases other than the tested software should not be included in the failure of the software. In addition, the category and severity level of each embedded multitasking software problem should be described. The categories of software problems include design problems, document problems, program problems and other problems. The severity level of the problems can be described by level 4.

Reliability verification test is a kind of statistical test, which should be selected in the test planning stage. When choosing the statistical test plan, many factors should be considered, such as the type of verification index, the quality requirements of software, the maximum test time, the maximum failure number, the test cost, the trade-off between cost and time. For the verification test of product reliability using success rate, the verification test scheme of success rate is usually used. The specified success rate is the probability that a product will complete the required function or that the product will succeed in the test under the specified conditions. The observed success rate can be defined as the ratio of the number of products that have not failed to the total number of test products at the end of the test or the ratio of the number of successful tests to the total number of tests. The main parameters of the success rate verification test scheme are:

- $R$: Success rate;
- $R_0$: Acceptable success rate;
- $R_1$: Unacceptable success rate;
- $d$: Identification ratio of success rate $(1-R_1)/(1-R_0)$;
- $n$: Receive the required number of fixed tests;
- $r$: Accumulated failure number;
- $r_{RE}$: Rejection failure number;
- $\alpha$: Manufacturer's risk, i.e. rejection probability when $R=R_0$;
- $\beta$: User risk, i.e. the probability of reception when $R=R_1$.

The verification test scheme of success rate includes the truncated sequential statistical scheme and the fixed number test statistical scheme. The schematic diagram of the truncated sequential statistical scheme is shown in Fig. 5.
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The verification test scheme of success rate includes the truncated sequential statistical scheme and the fixed number test statistical scheme. The schematic diagram of the truncated sequential statistical scheme is shown in Fig. 5.

When $r \leq s \cdot n_s - h$, receive;
When $r \geq s \cdot n_s + h$, rejection;
When $s \cdot n_s - h \leq r \leq s \cdot n_s + h$, continue the test.

Sequential test to cut off line, acceptance or rejection criteria.
When $n_s = n_t$, when $r < s \cdot h$, receive;
When $r > s \cdot h$, reject;

Among them, $n_1$ is the number of tests accumulated in the sequential test scheme, $s$ is the slope of the receiving and rejection lines, $h$ is the intercept of the receiving and rejection lines on the vertical line, $n_1$ is the number of truncated tests, and $s$ is the number of truncated failures.

Given $R_0$, $d$, $\alpha$, $\beta$, the test number $n$ required for receiving the judgment and the failure number $r_{RE}$ required for making the rejection judgment can be obtained by looking up the table. The comparison between the two schemes is shown in Table II.
The embedded multitasking software reliability testing technology is applied to a configuration item software of an airborne weapon product. Firstly, according to the requirement documents and the actual operation of the embedded multitasking software, the operation profile covering the whole working process of the software is constructed. Extract specific system execution task scenarios, design test cases for each scenario respectively, and describe the test cases in detail. Object oriented reliability testing method. The calculation formula of software package constraint index is as follows:

\[ MHF = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{TC} \sum_{m_i} (1 - V(M_{mi}))}{\sum_{i=1}^{TC} M_{di}(C_i)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ V(M_{mi}) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{TC} is_{visible}(M_{mi}, C_j)}{TC - 1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[ is_{visible}(M_{mi}, C_j) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } j \neq i, C_j \text{ maycall } M_{mi} \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In the formula, \( TC \) is the total number of attributes distributed by embedded multitasking software, and \( M_{di}(C_i) \) represents the number of categories in reliability attribute category \( C_i \).

The regression analysis of embedded multitasking software reliability measurement is carried out by using the method of multi-factor metrology [8]. Combined with the method of bottom design and top-level encapsulation, the product quality of embedded multitasking software is evaluated. Multi factor measurement is a method of measuring multiple evaluation units by using multiple indicators. Its basic idea is to convert multiple indicators into an indicator with comprehensive evaluation ability, so as to reduce calculation complexity and improve calculation efficiency and accuracy. Based on the above, the ambiguity constraint parameters of embedded multitasking software module division are obtained.

\[ AHF = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{TC} \sum_{m_i} (1 - V(A_{mi}))}{\sum_{i=1}^{TC} A_{di}(C_i)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

### TABLE II. COMPARISON OF TWO STATISTICAL SCHEMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison items</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Shortcoming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Truncated sequential Statistical scheme</td>
<td>1. The minimum number of average tests and failures required for judgment; 2. It has a certain maximum value in cumulative test number and cumulative failure number.</td>
<td>1. The number of failures and the cost of tested products vary greatly; 2. The maximum number of accumulated tests and failures may exceed the equivalent number of accumulated tests and failures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed number test Statistical scheme</td>
<td>1. The change range of failure number and cost of tested products is small; 2. The maximum number of cumulative tests is less than that of similar truncated sequential tests.</td>
<td>1. The average failure number and test number are large; 2. In order to make a judgment, the products with good quality and bad quality shall experience the most cumulative tests or failures.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ V(A_{mi}) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{TC} is_{visible}(A_{mi}, C_j)}{TC - 1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[ is_{visible}(M_{mi}, C_j) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } j \neq i, C_j \text{ maycall } A_{mi} \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

In the formula, the \( A_{di}(C_i) \) is the number of the attributes of the \( C_i \), the constraint index parameter model divided by the embedded multi-task software module is constructed according to the analysis, and the indexes such as the correctness, the reliability, the operation efficiency, the integrity and the usability of the software are determined, and a constraint parameter index distribution model for dividing the embedded multi-task software modules is constructed [9, 10, 11].

### B. Reliability Feature Analysis of Embedded Multitasking Software

Let the reliability measurement domain of embedded multitasking software be \( U \), and \( U \) can be expressed by exact numerical value. Linear programming technology is used to analyze the reliability characteristics of embedded multitasking software, and the next year planning analysis is carried out combined with the inheritance of software reliability. The reliability characteristic analysis model of embedded software is established, and the output: \( SC_i \) (\( Ex_i, En_i, He_i \)), \( I = 1, 2, 3, ..., n \). The formula for calculating the reliability feature distribution of embedded multitasking software is as follows:

\[ MHF = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{NC} M_{di}(C_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{NC} M_{di}(C_i)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

\[ M_{di}(C_i) = M_{di}(C_i) + M_{i}(C_i) \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Wherein, \( M_{di}(C_i) \) is the reliability test factor of \( C_i (i = 1, 2, ..., n) \) class, and the reliability design of embedded multitasking software is carried out with the method of fuzzy clustering analysis. The calibration model characteristics of embedded multitasking software reliability measurement are expressed as \( U \rightarrow [0, 1], \forall x \in U, x \rightarrow SC(x) \). The reliability feature analysis of embedded software is carried out by using the method of multimodal data fusion feature analysis, and the comprehensive measurement model of software is described as follows:
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\[
AIF = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{TC} A_i(C_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{TC} A_n(C_i)}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

\[
A_s(C_i) = A_j(C_i) + A_k(C_i)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

In the formula, the software reliability attribute class function is \(A_i(C_i)\), and the quantitative characteristic formula of reliability test with property class \(C_i(i = 1, 2, ..., n)\) is the number of attributes whose \(E_{q_i}=(E_{q_i}-E_{q_{i-1}})/3\) \(A_j(C_i)\) is \(C_i(i = 1, 2, ..., n)\). Based on the analysis, the constraint parameter distribution model of embedded multitask software module partition is constructed, the ambiguity factor of embedded multitask scheduling and module segmentation is established, and the embedded multitasking software modules are divided into embedded multitasking software modules combined with fuzzy dynamic testing method [12].

### III. Optimal Design of Embedded Multitask Software Module Partition Method

#### A. Embedded Multi-task Scheduling and Module Segmentation and Ambiguity Analysis

On the basis of constructing the constraint parameter distribution model of embedded multitasking software module partition, the optimal design of embedded multitasking software module partition is carried out. In this paper, an embedded multitasking software module partition method based on fuzzy set theory is proposed [13]. Fuzzy set theory regards the object to be investigated and the fuzzy concept reflecting it as a certain fuzzy set, establishes an appropriate membership function, and analyzes the fuzzy object through the relevant operations and transformations of the fuzzy set. Based on fuzzy mathematics, fuzzy set theory studies the imprecise phenomena. The module partition of embedded multitask software is an imprecise problem, so the research is based on fuzzy set theory. Factor of embedded multi-task scheduling and module segmentation is established, and the compatibility and human-computer interactions of the software are measured by the method of multi-layer index parameter constraint control. The formula for calculating the coupling factor of embedded multi-task software module is as follows:

\[
COF = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{TC} \sum_{j=1}^{TC} \text{is \_client}(C_i, C_j)}{TC^2-TC}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

\[
\text{is \_client}(C_i, C_j) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{iff } C_i \supseteq C_j \land C_j \neq C_i, \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

In the formula, \(TC^2-TC\) is the maximum degree of coupling of the reliability distribution of embedded multi-task software. The multi-level fuzzy metric structure model of the embedded multi-task software module is established, and the method for combining the multi-state factor (POF) is adopted to obtain the multi-dimensional combined test index distribution set of the software to be as follows:

\[
POF = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{TC} M_o(C_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{TC}[M_s(C_i)\times DC(C_i)]}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

\[
M_s(C_i) = M_s(C_i) + M_o(C_i)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

The embedded multi-task software reliability measurement model is composed of five states, namely \(\lambda = (X, O, A, B, \pi)\), where \(X = \{x_i, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N\}\) is the fuzzy coupling state factor in the embedded multi-task software reliability measurement model, and the \(O = \{o_j, j = 1, 2, 3, ..., M\}\). \(O\) is an embedded multi-task software safety evaluation model observation state, \(C_i(i = 1, 2, ..., n)\) represents the reliability test set of embedded multi-task software, which is defined as follows:

\[
\text{max } F(X) = ( F_1(X), F_2(X), ..., F_p(X)) \\
\text{s.t. } g_j(X) \leq 0 \quad (j = 1, 2, ..., p) \\
h_k(X) = 0 \quad (k = 1, 2, ..., p)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

According to the above analysis, the multi-level fuzzy measurement structure model of embedded multitask software module partition is established, and the parameter indexes such as serviceability, compatibility and portability of embedded software are analyzed by combining reliability merging and comprehensive measurement method, so as to improve the ability of embedded multitask scheduling and module segmentation and reliability measurement [14].

#### B. Embedded Multitasking Software Module Partition and Optimization Measurement

Based on the above contents, the multi-level fuzzy measurement structure model of embedded multitask software module is studied and constructed, and the number of embedded multitask software is set. However, the software module division based on this method has the problem of weak correlation between embedded multitask software. [15]. In order to solve this problem, a method is proposed to optimize the resource allocation of embedded multitask software by using association combination detection, and build an embedded multitask optimal scheduling and adaptive control model. The fuzzy membership function of embedded multi-task software is described as:

\[
L = \{L_1, L_2, ..., L_q\} \\
R = \{R_1, R_2, ..., R_p\}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

In the above formula, \(V_i\) represents the nonlinear dynamic measurement function of software reliability. For the \(k\) software reliability attribute feature set, set up the security reliability measurement feature distribution set of embedded multitask software, map the reliability linear programming
feature set $L_n$ of embedded multitask software to the target test set $R_1$ by spatial programming method, and calculate the nonlinear feature quantity of software reliability measurement, which is described as follows:

$$
G_{EV,q,p} = \begin{vmatrix}
G_{EV,11} & \cdots & G_{EV,1p} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
G_{EV,q1} & \cdots & G_{EV,qp}
\end{vmatrix}
$$

(17)

Based on the comprehensive measurement model, the quantitative feature distribution set of embedded multitasking software module partition is obtained, and the principal component feature quantity of embedded multitasking software module partition is represented by $SC (Ex, En, He)$. According to the above analysis, the statistical analysis model of embedded multitasking software module partition is constructed, and the statistical feature distribution matrix is obtained as follows:

$$
L = \begin{bmatrix}
l_{11} & l_{12} & \cdots & l_{1p} \\
l_{21} & l_{22} & \cdots & l_{2p} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
l_{q1} & l_{q2} & \cdots & l_{qp}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(18)

The embedded multitasking software module is divided by quantitative recurrent analysis, and the optimized test set function is obtained as follows:

$$
V = \begin{bmatrix}
v_{11} & v_{12} & \cdots & v_{1p} \\
v_{21} & v_{22} & \cdots & v_{2p} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
v_{q1} & v_{q2} & \cdots & v_{qp}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(19)

Based on the above contents, the division of embedded multi task software modules is realized on the basis of ensuring the independence and stability of software modules. [16, 17, 18, 19].

IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS

In order to verify the application performance of the method in the implementation of the embedded multi-task software module division, the simulation test is carried out. The reliability test environment of embedded multitask software is built by the general system test platform Gete. Among them, the general embedded software simulation test platform consists of three test hosts, two test targets, related I/O and signal conversion devices. All devices in the platform are connected by Ethernet, and the two test target computers communicate with each other in real time through the memory reflective real-time optical fiber network [20, 21]. Position diagram is shown in Fig. 6.

Software reliability can be tested by using the following definitions: the probability that software will not cause system failure under specified conditions and within specified time. This probability is a function of system input and system use, as well as a function of defects in software. The system input will determine whether existing defects will be encountered. The probability that the software will not cause system failure within the specified time, that is, the success rate of the software. Therefore, the success rate is used to verify the fixed number test statistical scheme. After analysis, it is determined that $\alpha = 10\%$, $\beta = 10\%$, $R_0 = 0.9701$, $R_1 = 0.91$.

Identification ratio $D = (1-r_1) / (1-r_0) = 3.01$

According to $\alpha = 10\%$, $\beta = 10\%$, $R_0 = 0.9701$, $d = 3.01$, the values of parameter $n$ and RRE are obtained by looking up the table: $n = 101$, RRE = 6.

Fig. 6. General System Test Platform Geste Structure Diagram.
Therefore, 101 reliability test cases need to be designed for execution. If the number of software failures is less than or equal to six during the test, the software will be accepted, otherwise it will be rejected [22].

In the software reliability test, there are four failures, less than the maximum number of software failures, which meet the requirements of reliability test program. And the embedded multi-task software module is divided and analyzed in combination with the Matlab and the C++, the distribution area of the parameter sampling of the embedded multi-task software reliability constraint index parameter is set to [0, 0.6] [0.6, 0.8] [0.8,1], and the distribution of test indicators at all levels is shown in Table III.

By comparing the reliability verification test of embedded multitask software with the general software test, the main process of software reliability test is designed. According to the embedded multitask software, the reliability software and hardware environment of test input and test output are provided [23]. According to the requirements document and the actual operation of the embedded multitask software, the operation section covering the whole working process of the software is constructed, and the specific system execution task scenarios are extracted. Test cases are designed for each scenario respectively, and the test cases are described in detail. The calculation formula of software package constraint index is listed, and the fuzzy constraint parameters of embedded multitask software module division are obtained [24, 25, 26, 27]. Then the fuzzy analysis of embedded multitask scheduling and module division is carried out, the embedded multitask software module is established, and the multi-level fuzzy measurement structure model is divided [28]. According to the test results of the above index parameters, the embedded multitasking software modules are divided, and the reliability test output of each software system is shown in Fig. 7.

### TABLE III. DISTRIBUTION OF TEST INDICATORS AT ALL LEVELS OF EMBEDDED SOFTWARE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary test index</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>II. Test index</th>
<th>Test data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SC1</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>INDEX11</td>
<td>0.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INDEX12</td>
<td>0.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INDEX13</td>
<td>0.446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INDEX14</td>
<td>0.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INDEX15</td>
<td>0.563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INDEX16</td>
<td>0.532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INDEX17</td>
<td>0.426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INDEX18</td>
<td>0.675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC2</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>INDEX21</td>
<td>0.532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INDEX22</td>
<td>0.436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INDEX23</td>
<td>0.547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC3</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>INDEX31</td>
<td>0.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INDEX32</td>
<td>0.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INDEX33</td>
<td>0.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INDEX34</td>
<td>0.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INDEX35</td>
<td>0.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INDEX36</td>
<td>0.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC4</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>INDEX41</td>
<td>0.567</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of Fig. 3 shows that using this method can effectively achieve the embedded multi-task software module division, compare the reliability of the software, get the comparison results as shown in Fig. 8 [29].

![Graph](image1.png)  
(a) Initial Status.

![Graph](image2.png)  
(b) Module Partition Output.

Fig. 7. Reliability Test Output of Software System.

![Graph](image3.png)  
Fig. 8. Reliability Comparison Results for the Software.
In order to understand more clearly and accurately the comparison results of simulation experiments on the reliability of embedded multitask software in this paper, 10 iterations are taken and detailed data comparison is conducted according to Fig. 8 [30, 31, 32, 33]. The comparison data is shown in Table IV [34, 35, 36].

**TABLE IV. RELIABILITY COMPARISON DATA OF EMBEDDED MULTITASK SOFTWARE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table IV and Fig. 8, when the number of iterations is 10, the accuracy of Proposed method is 0.12 higher than Reference [37], and 0.16 higher than Reference [24]; When the number of iterations is 20, the accuracy of Proposed method is 0.04 higher than Reference [37], and 0.21 higher than Reference [24]; When the number of iterations is 30, the accuracy of Proposed method is 0.12 higher than Reference [37], and 0.22 higher than Reference [24]; When the number of iterations is 40, the accuracy of Proposed method is 0.11 higher than Reference [37], and 0.18 higher than Reference [24]; When the number of iterations is 50, the accuracy of Proposed method is 0.09 higher than Reference [37], and 0.16 higher than Reference [24]; When the number of iterations is 60, the accuracy of Proposed method is 0.08 higher than Reference [37], and 0.16 higher than Reference [24]; When the number of iterations is 70, the accuracy of Proposed method is 0.07 higher than Reference [37], and 0.14 higher than Reference [24]; When the number of iterations is 80, the accuracy of Proposed method is 0.05 higher than Reference [37], and 0.08 higher than Reference [24]; When the number of iterations is 90, the accuracy of Proposed method is 0.03 higher than Reference [37], and 0.07 higher than Reference [24]; When the number of iterations is 100, the accuracy of Proposed method is the same as Reference [37], 0.04 higher than Reference [24]; It can be seen that this method improves the reliability of the software through the division of embedded multitask software modules [37, 38, 39].

V. CONCLUSIONS

The reliability parameter analysis model of embedded multitask software is established, and the embedded multitasking software module is divided by intelligent analysis method. The embedded multitasking software module partition method based on fuzzy set theory is proposed to construct the constraint parameter distribution model of embedded multitasking software module partition according to the correctness, reliability, running efficiency, integrity and availability of the software. The ambiguity factor of embedded multi-task scheduling and module segmentation is established, the compatibility and human-computer interactions of software are measured by multi-layer index parameter constraint control, the multi-level fuzzy metric structure model of embedded multi-task software module partition is established, and the embedded multi-task software module is divided by quantitative recurrent analysis. It is found that the embedded multitasking software module can be divided effectively by using this method, and the reliability of the software can be improved.

VI. DISCUSSION

In order to solve the problem that the current software module partition method of embedded multitask software is easy to cause software failures and affect user experience, a module partition method of embedded multitask software based on fuzzy set theory is proposed. The basic process of the method is as follows: firstly, the characteristics of embedded multitask software are analyzed, the constraint parameter distribution model is constructed, and the interaction measurement is carried out by combining multitask scheduling and ambiguity segmentation. Then the reliability parameter analysis model of embedded multitask software is constructed, and the multilevel fuzzy metric structure combined with quantitative recursive analysis method is used to complete the division of embedded multitask software modules. In order to verify the application performance of this method in the implementation of embedded multitask software module partition, simulation tests are carried out. The results show that the accuracy of the proposed method is significantly higher than that of the other two methods when the number of iterations is the same. This is because the research builds the optimal scheduling and adaptive control model of embedded multitask software based on fuzzy membership function, which makes embedded multitask software have strong correlation, thus optimizing the reasonable allocation of resources of embedded multitask software. It can be seen that this method improves the reliability of the software through the division of embedded multi task software modules.
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